What are your real intentions on imposing a 35% tax on ammo legally purchased in Connecticut. Is it for more revenue towards unfunded liabilities pushed through by decades of democrat rule or it is another means to chip away at Connecticut gun owners rights or are you going to use Adolph Hitler talking point that it is for the safety of the children.. Are you attempting to over price ammo like you have done to cigarettes? A Connecticut citizens already has to meet your regulation demands in having a Connecticut approved means of identification in a hand gun permit or a hunting license to purchase ammo. HB5040 is just another disgusting, democrat means of chipping away at the United States Bill of Rights Second Amendment and the Connecticut Constitution. This state citizens suffered under the last administration with some of the largest tax hikes in Connecticut history and now we find the truth behind the lies of this new administration, it is even worse. As a Connecticut citizen I see my friends packing up and leaving this state. I envy them. Eventually you will be rulers of state employees and welfare recipients, anyone with brains will have left.

-I came to this state in 2003 to work because I thought it was a beautiful state with the stone walls, pine forest and many rivers, little did I know how bad a move it was.
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